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B
likes pickles.
He is always telling people how great pickles are.
“They are so convenient, delicious and cheap! “



He goes pickle shopping every Wednesday.
This week he finds a new pickle shop on TV.
He is so looking forward to it!

REAL PICKLES REAL PICKLES 

LIE HERE !LIE HERE !!!!!



It’s finally Wednesday. B goes to the shop right after work.

The shop is not difficult to find----
There is a huge billboard in front of the building.
Besides, the whole building looks like a giant blue pickle jar.



What a big shop!

Once B walks in, he immediately falls in love with this place.
So many shelves with all different kinds of pickles on them.



B has a great time shopping here.
Soon his trolley gets very full.



One hour later, he walks towards the checkout counter.
While something catches his eyes in half way----
There seems to be a human-shaped pickle on the top of the shelf!



B tries to catch it to get a closer look----



But someone takes it before he can.

It’s a man in a staff suit with a badge labelled “quality control“ on his chest.
“Sorry, this product is recalled due to its imperfection.“

Then the man leaves in a hurry.



Finding it suspicious,
B decides to follow him.



The man goes through the shop and then 
gets in a storage room.
He puts something on the table and then 
walks away.

Seeing no one else in the room, B sneaks in.
He walks towards the table.



B is not sure what he is seeing.

The table is labelled “defective products“.
More pickled people are lying here.





“Help!“
One pickle sees him and starts to yell.

“Help!“
“Help!!!“
All the pickles start to yell.



“Who are you?“
“Why are you here?“
In big shock, he askes the pickles.

“I am you!“
“You will be me!“



Pickles’ answers make B even more confused.

Whilst he is in shock,
he hears footsteps: Someone is back!

He quickly hides under the table.



The man is back.

He presses a button on the wall and then a huge hole 
shows up on the ground.
He collects all the “defective products“ from the table
and then pours them into the hole, without any hesitation.

Then he walks into a door at the end of the room.



B runs to the edge of the hole and looks down.

No light.

No voice.

No idea how deep it is.



Where do they get these pickles?
What really is this place?

He is so attracted by the hole that he nearly misses the footsteps.
       He runs into the next door in a haste.



And now B knows
where those pickles come from.

Shocked and scared, he runs away 
from that room.



Who are those pickled little men?
How do they end up there?

B keeps wondering.

He is thinking of those pickles when he pays for his pickles.
He is thinking of those pickles on his way home.
He is thinking of those pickles when cooking his pickles.



But when he sits next to the table, starting to have 
his dinner, he stops thinking.

“As long as I have my pickles to eat, nothing needs to 
be worried about.“
He decides to mind his own business.



Then he goes to bed.
















